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ABSTRACT 
 

Share market has traditionally been the proving grounds for 

machine learning applications. There is a lack of an 

algorithm which can find the heuristic reasoning of humans 

based on current events/trends. The proposed system is an 

attempt to reconcile computed sentiments alongside 

traditional/more common data mining. Datasets consisting of 

historical data as well as recent headlines will be mined to 

ascertain stock price movement. In the proposed system it is to 

be hoped, more accurately predict stock price movement by 

emulating instinctual reasoning by implementing sentiment 

analysis. 
 

Keywords— Sentiment analysis, Stock market, Machine 

learning, Regression, AFFIN algorithm 

1. INTRODUCTION  
In the business sector, it has always been a difficult task to 

predict the exact daily expense of the stock market index. 

Therefore, there is a great deal of research being conducted 

regarding the prediction of the direction of the stock price index 

movement. Many factors as political events, general economic 

conditions, and trader's expectations may have an influence on 

the stock market index. The successful prediction of a stock's 

future price could yield a significant profit to a large group of 

people as well as independent organizations. 

 

1.1 Introduction to existing system 

Sentdex is a sentiment analysis algorithm, which is termed by 

the meshing of "sentiment" and "index”. It understands the 

people's emotions which are used in their online 

communication and then it is translated into computer 

language. This data can be used to gain a deeper understanding 

of the world. 

 

At its heart, Sentdex is a bot which reads the news like you or 

me. As Sentdex reads the articles, it checks what are known as 

"Named Entities" through a natural language process called 

"named entity recognition." Once Sentdex has decided that 

what is an article, paragraph, or even just a sentence talking 

about, it just then look for opinions. This has been a more 

challenging part of using Natural Language Processing to 

derive sentiment from written-language. At the core, this 

process involves a lot of what is called "chunking" to group bits 

of text into noun-phrases, which contain adjectives and 

adverbs, along with some other information about what is being 

said. 

 

From here, Sentdex is able to decide, which mainly gives the 

adjectives whether or not the author of the text has a positive 

attitude or a negative attitude towards the subject, or the Named 

Entity, in question. 

 

2. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
Our system basically involves the interface of real-time 

comments from Twitter and other valuable sources and data 

from these sources are then analyzed with google sentiment 

analysis and IBM Watson tone analyser and with the help of 

neural network and dataset from yahoo finance we can do a 

couple of real-time dynamics stock market analysis 

  

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
 

 
Fig. 1: System Architecture 

 

The model starts with an input keyword. The user could simply 

add the desired company name as the keyword, for instance, 

GOOGLE” would fetch tweets with the word ‘Google’ in them. 

Tweets normally have a bunch of arbitrary elements such as 

emoji, symbols and numbers as well in our case. So we filter 

proper sentences out of the tweets using a regular expression. 

This brings more accuracy to the predictions and reduces 

neutral prediction cases. These tweets are then passed through a 
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module called ‘textblob’. Textblob is basically a lexicon-based 

polarity assignment classifier. Based on its own dictionary, it 

assigns negative statements with a negative polarity and 

positive statements with a positive polarity. We make use of 

these assignments to predict the individual tweet sentiments. 

These individual sentiments are then added together to produce 

a resultant compound sentiment for the input keyword. These 

polarities are plotted on a graph for the user to compute the 

overall sentiment and how it's performing in the market. 
 

4. IMPLEMENTATION 
The stock market is the most dynamic environment and may 

tool are being generated to predict it, but predicting usually 

involves handling creating design patterns from the previous 

data of last 10 years and that involves a large analysis of data 

and storage of data with business patterns. But there are always 

certain parameters and circumstances which affects the market 

overnight and can never be caught in data analysis which are 

usually termed as political change, product fall, ban on products 

which directly affects the stock market and analysis dependent 

upon that is still not exists. Our system basically involves the 

interface of real-time comments from Twitter and other valuable 

sources and data from these sources are then analyzed with 

google sentiment analysis and IBM Watson tone analyser and 

with the help of neural network and data set from yahoo finance 

we can do a couple of real-time dynamics stock market analysis. 

 

4.1 AFFIN Algorithm 

AFINN is a list of words rated for valence with an integer 

between minus five (negative) and plus five (positive). 

Sentiment analysis is performed by cross-checking the string 

token s(words, emoji’s) with the help of the AFINN list and 

getting their respective scores. The comparative score is simply 

will be: the sum of each token/number of tokens. So, for 

example, let's take the following are: 

 

I love cats, but I am allergic to them. 

That string results in the following: 

{ 

    score: 1, 

    comparative: 0.1111111111111111, 

    tokens: [ 

        'i', 

        'love', 

        'cats', 

        'but', 

        'i', 

        'am', 

        'allergic', 

        'to', 

        'them' 

    ], 

    words: [ 

        'allergic', 

        'love' 

    ], 

    positive: [ 

        'love' 

    ], 

    negative: [ 

        'allergic' 

    ] 

} 

Returned Objects 

 

In this case, we have observed that love has a value of 3, allergic 

has a value of -2, and the remaining tokens are neutral with a 

value of 0. As the string has 9 tokens the resulting comparative 

score looks like: (3 + -2) / 9 = 0.111111111 

 

This approach leaves you with a mid-point of 0 and the upper 

and lower bounds are constrained to positive and negative 5 

respectively (the same as each token!). For example, let's 

assume that "positive" string with 200 tokens and where each 

token has an AFINN score of 5. Our result score would look like 

this: 

(max positive score * number of tokens) / number of tokens 

(5 * 200) / 200 = 5 

 

4.2 Quandl 

Quandl is the premier source for financial, economic, alternative 

data sets, and serving investment professionals. Quandl’s 

platform has been used by over 250,000 people, including 

analysts from the world’s top hedge funds, asset managers and 

investment banks. There are two methods for retrieving data in 

Python are the Quick method and the detailed method. The latter 

is more suitable for application programming. Both methods 

work with Quandl's two types of data structures are: time-series 

(dataset) data and non-time series (data table). 

 

The following quick call can be used to retrieve a dataset are: 

import quandl 

data = quandl.get('NSE/OIL') 
 

This example finds all data points for the dataset NSE/OIL and 

stores them in a pandas data frame. 
 

A similar quick call can be used to retrieve a data table are: 

import quandl 

data = quandl.get_table('ZACKS/FC', ticker='AAPL') 
 

The above example retrieves all rows for ZACKS/FC where 

ticker='AAPL' and stores them in a pandas data frame. 

 

4.3 TextBlob 

TextBlob is a Python library which is used for processing 

textual data. It will provide a simple API for diving into 

common natural language processing tasks like part-of-speech 

tagging, noun phrase extraction, sentiment analysis, 

classification, translation, and more. 

 

NLTK is a leading platform which is used for building Python 

programs to work with human language data. It will provide 

easy-to-use for interfaces to over 50 corpora and lexical 

resources such that WordNet, along with a suite of text 

processing libraries which will be used for classification, 

tokenization, stemming, tagging, parsing, and semantic 

reasoning, and wrappers for industrial-strength NLP libraries, 

and an active discussion forum. 

 

5. RESULT  
(a) Run the main.py file  

(b) First, the Machine Learning part of the model will start 

running and the dataset of the historic values and predictions 

based on that appear on the output console as below. 
 

  
Fig. 2: Qandl Result Data Sets 
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This dataset is the stock of Google from 1st March 2018 till 

21st March 2018. The label column depicts the predicted output 

just from the historical stock prices of Google. 

 

(c) After the historical prediction is made, tweets related to 

Google start loading in on the output console and it shows the 

polarity of the tweet between values -1 and 1 as below 

 

 

 
Fig. 3: Textblob sentiment analysis performance 

 

(d) When both of the module processing is done, a single 

screen plot of both the predictions appear (graphically) as 

below 

 
 

 
Fig. 4: Compound Sentiment Plots 

 

6. FUTURE SCOPE 
Going forward, the system would heavily benefit from fine-

tuning the sentiment target to improve the accuracy and value 

of sentiment analysis to the process. In addition, it would be 

highly beneficial to improve upon the historical dataset's 

availability to smooth over even Quandl's minor network/key 

issues to minimize data unavailability even more. To round 

things out, the implementation of a neural network at the end of 

the program to accept the binary outputs of machine learning 

and sentiment analysis to generate an even more human-like 

response to said stimuli would do well to hammer in the point 

of bringing human common sense to the cold hard logical 

approach of the traditional machine learning system. Aside 

from these direct improvements, the system could also use 

better internet connection and processing power to improve 

upon its already remarkable runtime. Efforts should be made to 

incorporate alternative dataset sources to test out their 

feasibility, for example, Google/Yahoo Finance News, instead 

of Twitter. If the Neural Network is implemented, testing 

various combinations of layer sizes would go a long way in 

determining the best possible system while also looking out for 

the risk of overfitting. 

 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
The proposed algorithm worked on the views opinions of their 

viewers on the shares. Stock Market is such a field where views 

of the users will matter. The views of the experts have affected 

a lot to the traders those who want to enter into the market. The 

unsupervised and supervised learning dependent methods help 

to find the results in a better way. The combinational study is 

done to get better accuracy, further their optimizations can be 

done in sequence to get improved results. 
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